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Abstract— We consider discrete-time (DT) systems S in which
a DT input is first transformed to a continuous-time (CT)
format by phase-amplitude modulation, then modified by a non-
linear CT dynamical transformation F, and finally converted
back to DT output using an ideal de-modulation scheme.
Assuming that F belongs to a special class of CT Volterra
series models with fixed degree and memory depth, we provide
a complete characterization of S as a series connection of a DT
Volterra series model of fixed degree and memory depth, and
an LTI system with special properties. The result suggests a
new, non-obvious, analytically motivated structure of digital
compensation of analog nonlinear distortions (for example,
those caused by power amplifiers) in digital communication
systems. Results from a MATLAB simulation are used to
demonstrate effectiveness of the new compensation scheme, as
compared to the standard Volterra series approach.

I. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY

j is a fixed square root of −1, C, R, Z, N are the standard
sets of complex, real, integer, and positive integer numbers,
respectively. [a : b] is the set of all integers from a to b,
In this paper, (scalar) CT signals are uniformly bounded
square integrable functions R→ R. The set of all CT signals
is denoted by L. n-dimensional DT signals are the elements
of `n (or simply ` for n = 1), the set of all square summable
functions Z → Cn. For w ∈ `, w[n] denotes the value of
w at n ∈ Z. In contrast, x(t) refers to the value of x ∈ L
at t ∈ R. The Fourier transform F applies to both CT and
DT signals. For x ∈ L, its Fourier transform X = Fx is
a square integrable function X : R → C. For x ∈ `n,
the Fourier transform X = Fx is a 2π-periodic function
X : R → C, square integrable on its period. Systems are
viewed as functions L → L, L → `, ` → L, or `k → `m.
Gf denotes the response of system G to signal f (even
when G is not linear), and the series composition K = QG
of systems Q and G is the system mapping f to Q(Gf). A
system H : L → L (or H : `→ `) is said to be linear and
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time invariant (LTI) with frequency response H : R → C
when FHx = H · Fx for all x ∈ L (respectively x ∈ `).

II. INTRODUCTION

In modern communications systems, with a demand for
high-throughput data transmission, requirements on the sys-
tem linearity become more strict, which is predominantly
due to a use of very complex modulation schemes in order
to achieve enhanced spectral efficiency. This in turn forces
RF transmitter power amplifiers (PA) to operate over a
large portion of their transfer curves, generating out of
band spectral content which degrades spectral efficiency. A
common way to make the PA (and correspondingly the whole
signal chain) behave linearly is to back-off PA’s input level,
which results in reduced power efficiency. Hence a need for a
method which would help both increase linearity and power
efficiency. Digital compensation offers an attractive approach
to designing electronic devices with superior characteristics,
and it is not a surprise that it has been used in this context as
well. Nonlinear distortion in the analog system can be com-
pensated with a predistorter or a compensator system. This
predistorter inverts nonlinear behavior of the analog part, and
is usually realized with a digital system. Techniques which
employ such systems are called digital predistortion (DPD)
techniques, and they can produce highly linear transmitter
circuits [1]-[3].

First attempts to mitigate PA’s nonlinear effects by em-
ploying DPD involved using simple memoryless models in
order to describe PA’s behavior [4]. As the signal bandwidth
has increased over time, it has been recognized that short
and long memory effects play significant role in PA’s be-
havior [5], and should be incorporated into the model. Since
then several memory baseband models and corresponding
predistorters have been proposed to compensate memory
effects: memory polynomials [6], [7], Hammerstein and
Wiener models [8], pruned Volterra series [9], generalized
memory polynomials [10], dynamic deviation reduction-
based Volterra models [11], [12], as well as the most recent
neural networks based behavioral models [13], and gener-
alized rational functions based models [14]. These papers
emphasize capturing the whole range of the output signal’s
spectrum, which is proportional to the order of nonlinearity
of the RF PA, and is in practice taken to be about five times
the input bandwith. In wideband communication systems
this would make the linearization bandwidth very large and
would put a significant burden on the system design (e.g.



it would require very high-speed data converters). Since
these restrictions limit applicability of conventional models
in the forthcoming wideband systems (e.g. LTE-advanced),
it is beneficial to investigate model dynamics when the
PA’s output is also limited in bandwidth. In that case DPD
would ideally mitigate distortion in that frequency band,
and possible adjacent channel radiation could be taken care
of by applying bandpass filter to the PA’s output. Such
band-limited baseband model and its corresponding DPD
were investigated in [15], and promising experimental results
were shown. Theoretical analysis shown in [15] follows
the same modeling approach as the conventional baseband
models (dynamic deviation reduction-based Volterra series
modeling). Due to the bandpass filtering operation applied
on the PA output, long (possibly infinite) memory dynamic
behavior is now present, which makes these band-limited
models fundamentally different from the conventional ones.
Hence standard modeling methods, such as memory polyno-
mials or dynamic deviation reduction-based Volterra series
modeling, might be too general to pinpoint this new structure,
and also not well suited for practical implementations (long
memory requirements in nonlinear models would require
exponentially large number of coefficients).

In this paper, we develop an explicit expression of the
equivalent baseband model, when the passband nonlinearity
can be described by a Volterra series model with fixed degree
and memory depth. We show that this baseband model can
be written as a series connection of a fixed degree and short
memory Volterra model, and a long memory discrete LTI
system which can be viewed as a bank of reconstruction
filters. In exact analytical representation, these filters exibit
discontinuities at frequency values ±π, making their unit step
responses infinitely long. Nevertheless, the reconstruction
filters are shown to be smooth inside the interval (−π, π),
and thus aproximable by low order FIR filters. This result
suggests a new, non-obvious, analytically motivated structure
of digital precompensation of RF PA nonlinearities.

III. MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM SETUP

In this paper, a digital compensator is viewed as a system
C : `→ `. More specifically, a pre-compensator C : `→ `
designed for a device modeled by a system S : ` → ` (or
S : ` → L) aims to make the composition SC, as shown
on the block diagram below,

C S- - -
u w v

conform to a set of desired specifications. (In the simplest
scenario, the objective is to make SC as close to the identity
map as possible, in order to cancel the distortions introduced
by S.)

A common element in digital compensator design algo-
rithms is selection of compensator structure, which usually
means specifying a finite sequence C̃ = (C1, . . .CN ) of
systems Ck : `→ `, and restricting the actual compensator

C to have the form

C =

N∑
k=1

akCk, ak ∈ C,

i.e., to be a linear combination of the elements of C̃. Once
the basis sequence C̃ is fixed, the design usually reduces to a
straightforward least squares optimization of the coefficients
ak ∈ C.

A popular choice is for the systems Ck to be some Volterra
monomials, i.e. to map their input u = u[n] to the outputs
wk = wk[n] according to the polynomial formulae

wk[n] =

dr(k)∏
i=1

Re u[n− nrk,i]
di(k)∏
i=1

Im u[n− nik,i]

(where the integers dr(k), di(k), nrk,i, n
i
k,i will be referred

to, respectively, as the degrees and delays), which makes
every linear combination C of Ck a DT Volterra series [16],
i.e., a DT system mapping signal inputs u ∈ `(C) to outputs
w ∈ `(C) according to the polynomial expression

w[n] =

N∑
k=1

ak

dr(k)∏
i=1

Re u[n− nrk,i]
di(k)∏
i=1

Im u[n− nik,i].

Selecting a proper compensator structure is a major challenge
in compensator design: a basis which is too simple will not
be capable of cancelling the distortions well, while a form
that is too complex will consume excessive power and space.
Having an insight into the compensator basis selection can
be very valuable.

In this paper we establish that, under some assumptions,
a certain special structure is good enough to compensate for
imperfect modulation. We consider systems represented by
the block diagram

M F- - -u[n] x(t) y(t)

where M : ` → L is the ideal modulator, and F : L →
L is a CT dynamical system used to represent linear and
nonlinear distortion in the modulator and power amplifier
circuits. We consider ideal modulator of the form M = XZ,
where Z : `→ L is the zero order hold map u[·] 7→ x0(·):

x0(t) =
∑
n

p(t− nT )u[n], p(t) =

{
1, t ∈ [0, T ),

0, t 6∈ [0, T )

with fixed sampling interval length T > 0, and X : L 7→ L
is the mixer map

x0(·) 7→ x(·) : x(t) = 2Re[exp(jωct)x0(t)]

with modulation-to-sampling frequency ratio M ∈ N, i.e.,
with ωc = 2πM/T . We are particularly interested in the
case when F is described by the CT Volterra series model

y(t) = b0 +

Nb∑
k=1

bk

βk∏
i=1

x(t− tk,i), (1)



where Nb ∈ N, bk ∈ R, βk ∈ N, tk,i ≥ 0 are parameters.
(In a similar fashion, it is possible to consider input-output
relations in which the finite sum in (1) is replaced by an
integral, or an infinite sum). One expects that the memory
of F is not long, compared to T , i.e., that max tk,i/T is not
much larger than 1.

As a rule, the spectrum of the DT input u ∈ ` of the
modulator is carefully shaped at a pre-processing stage to
guarantee desired characteristics of the modulated signal x =
Mu. However, when the distortion F is not linear, the spec-
trum of the y = Fx could be damaged substantially, leading
to violations of EVM and spectral mask specifications [10].
Consider the possibility of repairing the spectrum of y by
pre-distorting the digital input u ∈ ` by a compensator
C : `→ `, as shown on the block diagram below:

C M F- - - -
x(t) y(t)u[n] w[n]

The desired effect of inserting C is cancellation of the
distortion caused by F. Naturally, since C acts in the
baseband (i.e., in discrete time), there is no chance that
C will achieve a complete correction, i.e., that the series
composition FMC of F, M, and C will be identical to M.
However, in principle, it is sometimes possible to make the
frequency contents of Mu and FMCu to be identical within
the CT frequency band (ωc−ωb, ωc+ωb), where ωb = π/T is
the Nyquist frequency [17]-[18]. To this end, let H : L → L
denote the ideal band-pass filter with frequency response

H(ω) =

{
1, | ωc − |ω| | < ωb,

0, otherwise.
(2)

Let D : L → ` be the ideal de-modulator relying on the
band selected by H, i.e. the linear system for which the
series composition DHM is the identity function. Let S =
DHFM be the series composition of D, H, F, and M, i.e.
the DT system with input w = w[n] and output v = v[n]
shown on the block diagram below:

M F H D- - - - -w[n] x(t) y(t) q(t) v[n]

By construction, the ideal compensator C should be the
inverse C = S−1 of S, as long as the inverse does exist.
A key question answered in this paper is ”what to expect
from system S?” If one assumes that the continuous-time
distortion subsystem F is simple enough, what does this say
about S? This paper provides an explicit expression for S in
the case when F is given in the CT Volterra series form (1)
with degree d = maxβk and depth tmax = max tk,i. The
result reveals that, even though S tends to have infinitely long
memory (due to the ideal band-pass filter H being involved
in the construction of S), it can be represented as a series
composition S = LV,

V L- - -
w[n] g[n] v[n]

where V : ` → `N maps scalar complex input w ∈ ` to
real vector output g ∈ `N in such a way that the k-th scalar
component gk[n] of g[n] ∈ RN is given by

gk[n] =

m∏
i=0

(Re w[n− i])αi

m∏
i=0

(Im w[n− i])βi ,

where αi, βi ∈ Z+,
∑m
i=0 αi +

∑m
i=0 βi ≤ d, m is the

minimal integer not smaller than tmax/T , and L : `N → `
is an LTI system. Moreover, L can be shown to have a good
approximation of the form L ≈ XL0, where X is a static
gain matrix, and L0 is an LTI model which does not depend
on bk and tk,i. In other words, S can be well approximated
by combining a Volterra series model with a short memory,
and a fixed (long memory) LTI, as long as the memory depth
tmax of F is short, relative to the sampling time T .

In most applications, with an appropriate scaling and time
delay, the system S to be inverted can be viewed as a small
perturbation of identity, i.e. S = I + ∆. When ∆ is ”small”
in an appropriate sense (e.g., has small incremental L2 gain
‖∆‖ � 1), the inverse of S can be well approximated
by S−1 ≈ I − ∆ = 2I − S. Hence the result of this
paper suggests a specific structure of the compensator (pre-
distorter) C ≈ I − ∆ = 2I − S. In other words, a plain
Volterra monomials structure is, in general, not good enough
for C, as it lacks the capacity to implement the long-memory
LTI post-filter L. Instead, C should be sought in the form
C = I − L0XV, where V is the system generating all
Volterra series monomials of a limited depth and limited
degree, L0 is a fixed LTI system with a very long time
constant, and X is a matrix of coefficients to be optimized
to fit the data available.

IV. IDEAL DEMODULATOR

The most commonly known expression for the ideal de-
modulator inverts not M = XZ but M0 = XH0Z, i.e.,
the modulator which inserts H0, the ideal low-pass filter
for the baseband, between zero-order hold Z and mixer X,
where H0 is the CT LTI system with frequency response
H0(ω) = 1 for |ω| < ωb, H0(ω) = 0 otherwise. Specifically,
let Xc : L 7→ L be the dual mixer mapping x(·) to
e(t) = exp(−jωct)x(t). Let E : L 7→ ` be the sampler,
mapping g(·) to w[n] = g(nT ). Finally, let A0 be the DT
LTI system with frequency response A0 defined by

A0(Ω) = P (Ω/T )−1 for |Ω| < π,

where P is the Fourier transform of p = p(t). Then the com-
position A0EH0XcHM0 is an identity map. Equivalently,
A0EH0Xc is the ideal demodulator for M0.

For the modulation map M = XZ considered in this
paper, the ideal demodulator has the form AEH0Xc, where
A : ` 7→ ` is the linear system mapping w[·] to s[·] according
to

Re(s) = ArrRe(w) + AriIm(w),

Im(s) = AirRe(w) + AiiIm(w),



and Arr, Ari, Air, Aii are LTI systems with frequency
responses

Arr = (P0−Pi)Q, Air = Ari = −PqQ, Aii = (P0+Pi)Q,

where

Q = (P 2
0 − P 2

i − P 2
q )−1, Pi = (P+ + P−)/2,

Pq = (P+ − P−)/2j,

and P0, P
+, P− ∈ L are defined for |Ω| < π by

P0(Ω) = P (Ω/T ), P+(Ω) = P0(Ω + θ),

P−(Ω) = P0(Ω− θ)

with θ = 4πM .

V. MAIN RESULT

Before stating the main result of this paper, let us introduce
some additional notation. For d ∈ N and τ = (τ1, . . . , τd) ∈
[0,∞)d let Fτ : L → L be the CT system mapping inputs
x ∈ L to the outputs y ∈ L according to

y(t) = x(t− τ1)x(t− τ2) . . . x(t− τd).

Given d-tuple m = (m1, . . . ,md) ∈ [1 : 4]d and k ∈ [1 : 4],
define Smk = {i ∈ [1 : d] : mi = k}, Smij = Smi ∪ Smj ,
N1(m) = |Sm12|, N2(m) = |Sm34|. Let (·, ·) : Rd × Rd → R
be the standard scalar product in Rd). For x ∈ Rd let
σ̄(x) denote the sum of the components xi of x, with
σ(x) = σ̄(x) − 1. For a given m ∈ [1 : 4]d and x ∈ Rd let
πm(x) be the product of all xi with i ∈ Sm34. For i ∈ {1, 2}
let Pim : Rd → RNi(m) be the projection operator mapping
[x1; . . . ;xd] to [xk(1); . . . ;xk(n)] where k(1) < · · · < k(n)
are all elements of Sm2i−1 ∪ Sm2i . Define the sets Rcm =
{−1, 1}N1(m) and Rsm = {−1, 1}N2(m). Given a vector
τ ∈ Rd+ let k be the unique vector in (N ∪ {0})d, such that
τ = kT + τ ′, with τ ′ ∈ [0, T )d. Let u : R→ {0, 1} denote
the Heaviside step function u(t) = 0 for t < 0, u(t) = 1 for
t ≥ 0. For T > 0, let pT (t) = T−1(u(t)− u(t− T )) be the
basic pulse shape of the zero-order hold (ZOH) system with
sampling time T . Given m ∈ [1 : 4]d and τ ′ ∈ [0, T )d define

τmmin =

{
maxi∈Sm

2,4
τ ′i , |Sm2,4| > 0,

0, otherwise,

and

τmmax =

{
mini∈Sm

1,3
τ ′i , |Sm1,3| > 0

T, otherwise,
.

Now let pm,τ : R→ R be the continuous time signal defined
by

pm,τ (t) =

{
u(t− τmmin)− u(t− τmmax), τmmin < τmmax
0, otherwise,

.

We denote its Fourier transform by Pm,τ (ω).
As can be observed in (1), the general CT Volterra

model is a linear combination of subsystems of form Fτ ,
with different τ . Thus, in order to establish the desired
decomposition S = LV it is sufficient to consider the case

Sτ = DHFτM, with a specific τ , where D = AEH0Xc

as defined in the previous chapter. The following theorem
gives an answer to that question.
Theorem 4.1. For τ ∈ [0,∞)d, the system DHFτM maps
w ∈ ` to

v = Au ∈ `, with u =
∑

m∈[4]d

xm,k ∗ gm,

where
i[n] = Re(w[n]), q[n] = Im(w[n]),

xm,k[n] =
∏
i∈Sm

1

i[n− ki − 1]
∏
i∈Sm

2

i[n− ki]∏
i∈Sm

3

q[n− ki − 1]
∏
i∈Sm

4

q[n− ki],

and the sequences (unit sample responses) gm = gm[n] are
defined by their Fourier transforms

Gm(Ω) =
(j)N

2
m

2d

∑
rc∈Rc

m

∑
rs∈Rs

m

N2
m∏

l=1

γτPm,τ

(
Ω̃
)
,

with
γτ = rc(l) · e−jωc[(rc,P1

mτ)+(rs,P2
mτ)]

Ω̃ =
Ω

T
− ωc

∑
i

rc(i)− ωc
∑
l

rs(l) + ωc.

Proof: Omitted due to space constraints, please see the
full paper on arXiv [19].

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, through MATLAB simulations, we illus-
trate performance of the proposed compensator structure.
We compare this structure with some standard compensator
structures, together with ideal compensator, and show that
it closely resembles dynamics of ideal compensator, thus
achieving very good compensation performance.
The underlying system is S = DHFM, as described in the
main setup, with the distortion subsystem F given by

(Fx)(t) = x(t)− δ · x(t− τ1)x(t− τ2)x(t− τ3), (3)

where 0 ≤ τ1 ≤ τ2 ≤ τ3 ≤ T , with T sampling time,
and δ > 0 parameter specifying magnitude of distortion ∆
in S = I + ∆. We assume that parameter δ is relatively
small, in particular δ ∈ (0, 0.2), so that the inverse S−1

of S can be well approximated by 2I − S. Then our goal
is to build compensator C = S−1 with different structures,
and compare their performance, which is measured as output
Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) [3]. EVM, for an input u and
output û, is defined as

EVM(dB) = 20 log10

(
||u− û||2
||u||2

)
.

Analytical results from the previous section suggest that
the compensator structure should be of the form S = LV
from the main setup. It is easy to see from the proof
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Fig. 1. Proposed compensator structure

of Theorem 1.1, that transfer functions in L, from each
nonlinear component gk[n] of g[n], to the output v[n], are
smooth functions, hence can be well approximated by low
order polynomials in Ω. In this example we choose second
order polynomial approximation of components of L. This
observation, together with the true structure of S, suggests
that compensator C should be fit within a family of models
C = H0V0 + H1V1 + H2V2, as depicted in Fig. 1.
Subsystems Hi, i = 1, 2, 3, are LTI systems, with transfer
functions

H0(ejΩ) = 1, H1(ejΩ) = jΩ, H2(ejΩ) = Ω2,∀Ω ∈ [−π, π].

Nonlinear subsystems Vi are modeled as third order Volterra
series, with memory m = 1, i.e.

(Vjw)[n] =
∑

(α(k),β(k))

cjk

1∏
l=0

i[n− l]αl(k)
1∏
l=0

q[n− l]βl(k),

where αl(k), βl(k) ∈ Z+,
∑1
l=0 αl(k) +

∑1
l=0 βl(k) ≤ 3,

i[n] = Re w[n] and q[n] = Im w[n], and (α(k), β(k)) =
(α0(k), α1(k), β0(k), β1(k)).

We compare performance of this compensator with the
widely used one obtained by utilizing simple Volterra series
structure [3]:

(Cw)[n] =
∑

(α(k),β(k))

ck

m2∏
l=−m1

i[n−l]αl(k)
m2∏

l=−m1

q[n−l]βl(k),

with
∑m2

l=−m1
αl(k)+

∑m2

l=−m1
βl(k) ≤ d. Parameters which

could be varied in this case are forward and backward
memory depth m1 and m2, respectively, and degree d of this
model. We consider three cases for different sets of parameter
values:
• Case 1: m1 = 0, m2 = 2, d = 5
• Case 2: m1 = 0, m2 = 4, d = 5
• Case 3: m1 = 2, m2 = 2, d = 5

After fixing compensator structure, coefficients ck are ob-
tained by applying straightforward least squares optimiza-
tion.
We should emphasize here that fitting has to be done for both
real and imaginary part of v[n], thus the actual compensator
structure is twice that depicted in Fig. 1.

Simulation parameters for system S are as follows: symbol
rate fsymb = 2MHz, carrier frequency fc = 20MHz,

Fig. 2. Output EVM for different compensator structures

with 64QAM input symbol sequence. Nonlinear distortion
subsystem F of S, used in simulation, is defined in (3),
where the delays τ1, τ2, τ3 are given by the vector τ =
[0.2T 0.3T 0.4T ], with T = 1/fsymb. Digital simulation
of the continuous part of S was done by representing
continuous signals by their discrete counterparts, obtained
by sampling with high sampling rate fs = 1000 · fsymb. As
input to S, we assume periodic 64QAM symbol sequence,
with period Nsymb = 4096. This period length is used for
generating input/output data for fitting coefficients ck, as well
as generating input/output data for performance validation.
In Fig. 2 we present EVM obtained for different compensator
structures, as well as output EVM with no compensation, and
case with ideal compensator C = S−1 ≈ 2I − S. It shows
that the compensator fitted using the proposed structure
outperforms other compensators, and gives output EVM
almost identical to the ideal compensator. This result was to
be expected, since the model C = H0V0 +H1V1 +H2V2

approximates the original system S very closely, and thus
is capable of approximating system 2I − S closely as well.
This is not the case for compensators modeled with simple
Volterra series, due to inherently long (or more precisely
infinite) memory introduced by the LTI part of S. Even if we
use noncausal Volterra series model (i.e. m1 6= 0), which is
expected to capture true dynamics better, we are still unable
to get good fitting of the system S, and consequently of
the compensator C ≈ 2I − S. Advantage of the proposed
compensator structure is not only in better compensation
performance, but also in that it achieves better performance
with much more efficient strucuture. That is, we need far
less coefficients in order to represent nonlinear part of the
compensator, in both least squares optimization and actual
implementation as shown in Table I. There we can see a
comparison in the number of coefficients between different
compensator structures, for nonlinear subsystem parameter
value δ = 0.02. Data in the first column is number of
coefficients (i.e. basis elements) needed for general Volterra



TABLE I
NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS ck BEING OPTIMIZED FOR DIFFERENT

COMPENSATOR MODELS

Model # of ck # of significant ck
New structure 210 141

Volterra 1 924 177
Volterra 2 6006 2058
Volterra 3 6006 1935

model, i.e. coefficients which are optimized by least squares.
The second column shows actual number of coefficients
used to build compensator. Least squares optimization yields
many nonzero coefficients, but only subset of those are
considered significant and thus used in actual compensator
implementation. Coefficient is considered significant if its
value falls above a certain treshold t, where t is chosen such
that increase in EVM after zeroing nonsignificant coefficients
is not larger than 1% of the best achievable EVM (i.e. when
all basis elements are used for building compensator). From
the table we can see that for case 3 Volterra structure, 10
times more coefficients are needed in order to implement
compensator, than in the case of our proposed structure.
And even when such a large number of coefficients is used,
its performance is still below the one achieved by this new
compensator model.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a novel explicit expression of
the equivalent baseband model, under assumption that the
passband nonlinearity can be described by a Volterra series
model with the fixed degree and memory depth. This result
suggests a new, non-obvious, analytically motivated structure
of digital precompensation of passband nonlinear distortions
caused by power amplifiers, in digital communication sys-
tems.
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